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Lucy Walker,
Fashion Editor,
proves suits
aren't just for
the office

Suits
are back
(AND WE LIKE IT)
Not just for the office, the two-piece
is your new go-to for day, night,
whenever. Laura Craik breaks it down
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It’s 6.45am, and you’re rifling through
your drawers. The bottom one is
sagging due to your strange and
unfathomable predilection for
buying stripy T-shirts that look
exactly the same as all the other
stripy T-shirts you possess, and
are crammed into said drawer in the hope that
one day, you’ll pluck one out that will make you
look as effortless as Stella Tennant. You know
what you’re looking for, but it isn’t there. You’re
looking for the T-shirt that goes with the skirt
that goes with the cardigan that goes with
the shoes you fancy wearing. Soon, it will be
7.15am and you will be late. Worse, you will be
no more office-ready than you were this time
last autumn, when you vowed to Streamline
Your Wardrobe after reading Marie Kondo.
Was it always this way? Searching for this
many components to complete your office look?
No, it wasn’t. Life used to be simpler, and the
reason it used to be simpler was suits. Suits were
our saviours because everyone needs to call on
a uniform from time to time, whether they work
in a formal office environment or a more casual
one. Yet recent seasons have favoured ‘separates’
– jumpers with skirts, dresses with cardies, culottes
with shirts. And while these combinations are
creatively pleasing, they can also be a giant pain in
the ass to get right. Not least when it’s 6.45am. Which
is why it’s such tremendous news that suits are back
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this season. Partly as a reaction to the finickity
nature of recent trends (we love you, maximalism,
but not always when we’re in a rush) and partly
as an extension of the androgynous aesthetic that
we’ve come to know and love, the time feels right
for suits again. We’re craving the crisp simplicity
of Claire Underwood, the boyish appeal of Ruby
Rose and the insouciant way Kate Moss rocks
a tux for evening and suddenly makes her dresswearing contemporaries look a bit… basic.
Happily, we can be all these types of women,
because the new suits are as far removed from
the “drab grey accountant” spectrum as it’s
possible to be. Thanks to a slew of designers,
they’re as imaginative as they are varied. Fancy
a slouchy, roomy suit with shades of Sonny
Crockett from Miami Vice? Try Bottega Veneta
or Tibi. A softly tailored suit with a sporty twist?
Well hello, Giorgio Armani. And if office-appropriate
isn’t a concern (or if you work in an environment
where nobody would look twice if you breezed in
wearing a candy-pink brocade suit enlivened with
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green cabbage roses), then head
to Gucci. If there is one designer
pushing the suit this season, it’s
Alessandro Michele, whose offerings
run the gamut from sober check
through to sexy lipstick red with
contrasting black lapels.
That’s the thing about these new
suits: they, ahem, suit way more
occasions than merely the office.
Designers know, these days, that
women are far too busy with the
demands of modern life to come
to work in one outfit, then go home
to get changed into another. Who
has the headspace? Who has the
time? Which is why the best suits
for autumn have one key thing in
common: versatility. Think of them
as a base from which to build as
many different functions as your
day requires. Tamp them down for
daytime with a simple shirt or tee,
then ramp them up for evening
with a cami top, a drop earring
and a skinny high heel (yes, they’re
back again too). These new suits
aren’t workwear. They’re more
a way of life: designed to fit your
life, wherever it might take you.

How to st yle
your suit

The Gucci-inspired suit
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Velvet jacket
£34.99 New
Look; lace
shirt £175
Claudie Pierlot;
velvet trousers
£89 Coast;
velvet bag
£17.99
New Look

t ip

t ip
Velvet is your new
go-to for evening
dressing. There are
so many versions
available that you
can mix and match
trousers and
jackets to find your
perfect shape.

The velvet suit
t ip
Go all out
and finish the
look with a velvet
bag. Look for
interesting
hardware or
a rich green
or burgundy.
It’s all about
opulence.
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“I would never have thought to pair
this khaki suit with a bright red
floral shirt. I would wear this to the
office with pared-down shoes and
accessories, then dress it up for the
evening with more jewellery”

Opt for a sheer
blouse and
a flash of skin to
break up the look
and avoid tipping
into the gothic.
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Polyester
jacket £65 and
polyester
trousers £35
both Topshop;
polymix shirt
£34 Asos;
leather
platforms £24
New Look;
velvet bag
£39.99 Zara;
silk socks from
a selection
Maria La Rosa

“I’ve long been obsessed with
the famous YSL Le Smoking tux,
and this is a modern twist
on the classic. I love wearing
velvet for an evening event
– especially in a suit form”

t ip
Opt for
a statement
shoe. At Gucci,
the models
wore socks with
theirs, but we’ll
leave that
up to you…

t ip

t ip
If you love the
Gucci look, but
the idea of a floral
suit is a bit too
full-on, then opt
for a suit in
a slightly off-kilter
colour, worn with
a statement shirt.

With this suit, the
secret is in the
styling: a bold
blouse, over-thetop jewellery,
a stand-out shoe.
Bonus: if you get
bored of being
bold, dress the
suit down with
a simple tee
or sweater.
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The checked suit

Wool jacket
£300 and wool
trousers £200
both Masscob
at Matches
Fashion; cotton
T-shirt £6 Next;
leather loafers
£160 Whistles;
polyester
rucksack
£10 Primark

Don’t overaccessorise
– just let the
cut of the
jacket (and your
confidence) do
the work. Keep
shoes simple.
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Camel-hair
jacket £905 and
camel-hair
trousers £660
both Barbara
Casasola at
Net-A-Porter;
viscose rollneck £110 Atea
Oceanie; patent
leather boots
£170 KG Kurt
Geiger

t ip
Stick to a mannish,
relaxed shape for
a modern take on
the Prince of Wales
check suit. Look for
a longer length
jacket that hits
below your hips.

The new power suit
L u c y Wal ker, Fas h i o n E di tor

“Suits are traditionally associated with
menswear and I love that this
is a sexy take, with the nipped-in jacket
and slim-cut trousers”
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Caramel is the
colour for A/W.
Opt for a suit in
this shade to
breathe new life
into the classic.
Keep the cut
simple and let
the colour do the
talking. Add
a simple cream
roll-neck, leather
ankle boot and
classic tote and
you’re chic to go.

Hair & make-up: Emma Kingsman and Emily Dhanjal, using bareMinerals make-up and
Bumble and bumble. Photographs: Indigital, Zac Frackelton/The Times

“I love this suit! The boxy fit of the
jacket is well balanced by the slim
fit of the trousers. Paired with
a white T-shirt, it’s the perfect
casual spin on a classic”

t ip
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This is the
perfect
evening option:
sexy without
being showy.

Offset the
jacket with slim
trousers for
a balanced
silhouette.

The off-the-shoulder suit
Si lvi a N i c o le tt i ,
Pr o j ec t Man ager, G L A M OU R B e s p o ke

Polymix suit
top £65 and
polymix suit
trousers £55
both Asos;
suede heels
£59 Topshop

“Whoever thought suits can’t be
feminine has just been proven
wrong. You don’t need a skimpy
dress to feel sexy – shoulders are
the new cleavage, after all” ●
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